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TO: Chair Courtney, Chair Kotek, Vice-Chair Girod, Vice-Chair 
Drazan, & Members of the Joint Interim Committee on the 
Third Special Session of 2020 

FROM: Disability Rights Oregon (DRO) 
DATE: December 18, 2020 
RE: DRO ’s Testimony on LC 21’s relating clause which may include 

LC 26 regarding Medical Immunity  
 
Dear Chairs and Members of the Committee: 
 
Disability Rights Oregon (DRO) submits this medical immunity testimony in light of LC 21’s 
clause, “Relating to civil claims arising during the COVID-19 emergency period.” In addition, 
during a public hearing, Senator Prozanski also asked the Committee to amend LC 26 into 
LC21 to provide medical immunity to certain healthcare providers. DRO urges the Committee 
to reject any amendment to expand the scope of immunity to healthcare settings.  
 
Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, Disability Rights Oregon has received a 
steady stream of substantiated complaints about deviations from the standard practice of 
healthcare experienced by people with disabilities. These complaints have been widespread, 
coming from every corner of the State and from nearly every hospital system.  National Public 
Radio’s Investigation (NPR) Unit has investigated dozens of these complaints in Oregon,1 with 
additional reporting underway. Oregon Health Authority’s data demonstrating COVID-19’s 
disproportionate impact on people with disabilities, communities of color, older adults, and 
tribal communities underscores the seriousness of our concerns. We submit this testimony 
today to seek your leadership and ask that you join our efforts to ensure our core principles of 
equity are not eroded during this pandemic or future health emergencies, and to reject any 
amendment to expand the scope of immunity to healthcare settings.  
  
Discriminatory Treatment in Healthcare is Already Happening during this Pandemic 
 
We are so grateful for the heroic work of healthcare professionals during the COVID-19 public 
health crisis; however, we also sadly know of people with disabilities who were denied care or 
failed to receive appropriate care all in the name of rationing potentially scare resources. 
Using the authority provided by Congress, Disability Rights Oregon has investigated 
complaints and identified a series of serious deviations from established standards of care.  
This included substandard care provided to people with disabilities who were diagnosed with 
COVID-19 during the COVID-19 emergency period and people who were seeking care for 
other illnesses during the emergency period.  

                                                      
1 See enclosed and listen to the NPR article here: https://www.npr.org/2020/12/14/945056176/as-hospitals-fear-
being-overwhelmed-by-covid-19-do-the-disabled-get-the-same-acc ; see also second NPR story here: 
https://www.npr.org/2020/12/14/946325888/when-hospitals-decide-who-deserves-treatment-npr-investigates-
denial-of-
care?utm_source=twitter.com&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=atc&utm_term=nprnews&utm_content=204
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https://www.npr.org/2020/12/14/946325888/when-hospitals-decide-who-deserves-treatment-npr-investigates-denial-of-care?utm_source=twitter.com&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=atc&utm_term=nprnews&utm_content=2048
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If passed into law, amending LC 21 to include LC 26 would be retroactive and prevent any of 
these individuals or their families from seeking judicial relief. A recent example is the story of 
Sarah McSweeney from Oregon City.  On Monday, December 14, 2020, National Public Radio 
shared Sarah’s story and chronicled her death at an Oregon hospital that may have failed to 
provide Sarah the standard of care in treating a fever with possible  pneumonia.2   
 
For the 950,000 Oregonians with disabilities who face barriers to accessing the same care as 
everyone else, changing Oregon’s medical liability statute would erode a layer of protection 
for consumers, result in less oversight of their health and safety during a public health crisis, 
and fewer ways to remedy harmful practices. We urge the Legislature to consider the lives of 
people with disabilities and other communities made additionally vulnerable by proposed 
immunity protections to inform your work on this issue.  
 
Under these relating legislative concepts, medical immunity would be provided so long as an 
attorney for the healthcare company could justify the change in medical practice with a 
tenuous connection to a single federal or state order or “directive or other state or federal 
authorization, policy, statement, guidance, rule or regulation that creates a standard or 
waives, suspends or modifies otherwise applicable state or federal law, regulations or 
standards regarding the rendering of health care services.”3  This overly broad definition 
should be rejected in favor of a narrowly defined definition of “executive order, order of 
the Public Health Director, declaration, or other directive for which the covered entities 
are required to comply and that directly reduces the standards regarding the rendering 
of health care services in the State. 
 
Legislative Concept (LC) 26 Undermines Existing State Standards of Care, including for 
Individuals Who Frequently Experience Discrimination in Healthcare  
 
Given the discriminatory treatment we investigated at the beginning of the pandemic, in May 
2020, Disability Rights Oregon led 21 state and national organizations and four Oregon 
residents with disabilities in denouncing Oregon’s previous plan to ration health care during 
the pandemic.4 The letter to the Office for Civil Rights at the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services (OCR) cites the negative impact the previous guidance has on people of 
color, people with disabilities, immigrants and seniors.5  
 

                                                      
2 See enclosed, and listen to the NPR’s Investigation here: https://www.npr.org/2020/12/14/945056176/as-
hospitals-fear-being-overwhelmed-by-covid-19-do-the-disabled-get-the-same-acc 
3 Section 1(2) of LC 26 
4 You can read about these efforts here: https://www.droregon.org/releases/civil-rights-leaders-call-for-federal-
intervention-in-oregons-discriminatory-health-care-rationing-plan  
55 You can read the complaint here: 
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5d645da3cf8e4c000158e55a/t/5ed6e439c8625a07fb3cb7e0/159114146588
1/2020.05.08-Letter-to-HHS-OCR-Regarding-Crisis-Care-Guidance-in-Oregon.pdf  

https://www.npr.org/2020/12/14/945056176/as-hospitals-fear-being-overwhelmed-by-covid-19-do-the-disabled-get-the-same-acc
https://www.npr.org/2020/12/14/945056176/as-hospitals-fear-being-overwhelmed-by-covid-19-do-the-disabled-get-the-same-acc
https://www.droregon.org/releases/civil-rights-leaders-call-for-federal-intervention-in-oregons-discriminatory-health-care-rationing-plan
https://www.droregon.org/releases/civil-rights-leaders-call-for-federal-intervention-in-oregons-discriminatory-health-care-rationing-plan
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5d645da3cf8e4c000158e55a/t/5ed6e439c8625a07fb3cb7e0/1591141465881/2020.05.08-Letter-to-HHS-OCR-Regarding-Crisis-Care-Guidance-in-Oregon.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5d645da3cf8e4c000158e55a/t/5ed6e439c8625a07fb3cb7e0/1591141465881/2020.05.08-Letter-to-HHS-OCR-Regarding-Crisis-Care-Guidance-in-Oregon.pdf
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Given tremendous leadership at the Oregon Health Authority (OHA), Disability Rights 
Oregon recently asked OCR to hold off their investigation while we work with OHA to 
develop a new, equitable process for determining who gets care in the event of a surge in 
cases.6  While we appreciate the addition of Section 2(4), which does not limit any other cause 
of action or remedy available to an injured party, including any action for discrimination, 
unfortunately, this provision could be undermined by LC 26’s definition of “COVID-19 
emergency rule” which extends to any statement, directive, policy or declaration by the 
current President or OCR.  OHA has stepped up to create equitable principles and a non-
discriminatory process of deciding who in Oregon gets care if the demand for services 
outpaces our supply.  However, that carefully crafted work could be undermined by this 
legislation by allowing for an attorney for the healthcare company to identify a single 
statement or non-binding guidance as a defense and grounds for denying justice to someone 
like Sarah McSweeney.  We respectfully ask each of you to consider the implications of this 
concept and its unintended consequences of dismantling promising public health principles.   
 
Immunity Should Not Extend to Nursing Homes or Other Public Health Providers 
 
Finally, the scope of LC 26’s definition of “health care services” extends immunity beyond 
hospitals to health care maintenance organizations or physicians “regardless of location.”  As 
written, the medical immunity conceived in this concept would likely extend to physicians 
who treat residents in long-term care facilities where the shortages in PPE, inadequate 
staffing, and poor oversight have been identified as root causes of virus spread in Oregon and 
across this county.7  For these reasons, the AARP has unequivocally asked lawmakers to 
“Reject immunity for long-term care facilities related to COVID-19. This extension of 
immunity is that much more frightening when we look at the numbers of Oregonians who 
have died in these facilities.  OHA’s Medical Director, Paul Cieslak M.D., confirmed that 44% 
of COVID-19 deaths have been among residents of long-term care facilities.8   
 
It is also unclear from the concept whether health maintenance organizations, as both 
referenced in this concept and defined in ORS 750.005, would also extend to state 
Coordinated Care Organizations (CCOs).9  If so, the state legislature would be granting state 
contracted agencies immunity during a pandemic and sending a worrisome message to the  
public who does not need any additional disincentives for engaging in public, preventative 
health care especially those with chronic or underlying conditions that make them 
particularly vulnerable to COVID-19.  
                                                      
6 You can read more about OHA and DRO’s collaboration here: 
https://www.oregon.gov/oha/ERD/Pages/NewEquityDrivenCrisisCarePrinciplesSupportSurgePlanning.aspx 
7 AARP’s Nursing Home COVID-19 Dashboard dated October 14, 2020 can be found here: 
https://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/ppi/pdf/2020/10/oregon-nursing-home-dashboard-october-2020-
aarp.pdf  
8 You can read more at OHA’s October 21, 2020, report available here: 
https://www.oregon.gov/oha/ERD/Pages/Oregon-reports-331-new-confirmed-and-presumptive-COVID-19-
cases-2-new-deaths.aspx  
9 More information about CCOs can be found on Oregon Health Plan’s website: 
https://www.oregon.gov/oha/hsd/ohp/pages/coordinated-care-organizations.aspx  

https://www.oregon.gov/oha/ERD/Pages/NewEquityDrivenCrisisCarePrinciplesSupportSurgePlanning.aspx
https://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/ppi/pdf/2020/10/oregon-nursing-home-dashboard-october-2020-aarp.pdf
https://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/ppi/pdf/2020/10/oregon-nursing-home-dashboard-october-2020-aarp.pdf
https://www.oregon.gov/oha/ERD/Pages/Oregon-reports-331-new-confirmed-and-presumptive-COVID-19-cases-2-new-deaths.aspx
https://www.oregon.gov/oha/ERD/Pages/Oregon-reports-331-new-confirmed-and-presumptive-COVID-19-cases-2-new-deaths.aspx
https://www.oregon.gov/oha/hsd/ohp/pages/coordinated-care-organizations.aspx
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Why Medical Liability Matters to People with Disabilities  
 
Under current medical liability law, physicians, health maintenance organizations, and 
hospitals that harm Oregonians through their negligence can be found responsible for this 
harm. This results in the physicians, health maintenance organizations, or hospitals being 
ordered by the court to make a consumer whole. These cases are already difficult to win 
because a patient must prove the medical provider did not deliver the same care that an 
ordinarily careful physician would have provided to another patient in similar circumstances. 
Moreover, while physicians, health maintenance organizations, hospitals, and their insurance 
carriers have substantial resources to fight these claims in court, most patients do not—
making access to justice even more difficult.10 
 
Notwithstanding these challenges, liability laws play a powerful role in making sure health 
care companies take seriously their responsibility for providing quality care to all patients, 
including people with disabilities. The current liability framework balances personal 
responsibility of businesses with the right of patients.  Ultimately, medical liability provides a 
powerful disincentive for medical providers to deviate from the standard practice of care for 
patients with disabilities, patients of color, and older patients differently based on negative 
stereotypes.   
 
For all of these reasons, Disability Rights Oregon and our partners implore you to search out 
ways to protect the right to equal access to high quality healthcare of people with disabilities, 
older adults, and people of color instead of granting immunity to those who deviate from 
well-established standards of care.  The civil rights of Oregonians must be safeguarded. 
 
About Disability Rights Oregon 
 
Disability Rights Oregon is a statewide nonprofit that upholds the civil rights of 950,000 
people with disabilities in Oregon to live, work, and engage in the community. Disability 
Rights Oregon serves as a watchdog as we work to transform systems, policies, and practices 
to give more people the opportunity to reach their full potential. Since 1977, the organization 
has served as Oregon’s federally authorized and mandated Protection & Advocacy System. 
Disability Rights Oregon is committed to ensuring the civil rights of all people are protected 
and enforced, including in healthcare settings during the pandemic. 

                                                      
10 See enclosed Guest Column published in the Oregonian on December 13, 2020.  



 

 
Opinion: Liability protection for 
health care industry would be an 
unnecessary barrier to justice 
Dec 13, 2020 

Jake Cornett and Paula Boga 

Cornett is executive director of Disability Rights Oregon. He lives in Portland. Boga is executive director of 
The Arc of Oregon. She lives in Keizer. 

Shortly after 34 people with COVID-19 died at the Healthcare at Foster Creek nursing home last April, 
the Oregon health care lobby went to Gov. Kate Brown with a request: Would she grant providers 
limited immunity from civil litigation during the COVID-19 emergency, similar to executive action that 
New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo took early in the pandemic? 

Brown rightly ignored the request. Legislators, too, have so far declined to provide such liability 
protection. But health care lobbyists have only continued to press for legislation shielding hospitals, 
doctors and insurers from civil lawsuits over injury or death during COVID-19 except in cases of gross 
negligence. With the upcoming legislative session, we urge Oregon’s elected officials to remain firm in 
their resolve in rejecting any such proposal, which would deny justice by dramatically rewriting Oregon’s 
liability laws. 

Under current medical liability law, physicians, health maintenance organizations, and hospitals that 
harm Oregonians through their negligence can be found responsible for this harm and ordered by a 
court to make a consumer whole. These cases are hard to win because in many ways the deck is stacked 
against patients -who must prove the medical provider did not deliver the same care that an ordinarily 
careful physicians would have provided to another patient in similar circumstances. However, these laws 
play a powerful role in making sure health care companies take seriously their responsibility for 
providing quality care to all patients, including people with disabilities. 

But a legislative proposal under consideration would shield businesses from lawsuits for failing to fulfill 
these responsibilities. Under the proposal, which Disability Rights Oregon was able to review, “gross 
negligence” must be proven, a nearly impossible standard that requires a high degree of recklessness. 
Adopting such a high bar for liability would remove an important incentive for businesses to act 
responsibly. 

The early draft also appears to grant hospitals liability protection even for non-COVID-19 cases, so long 
as the patient saw a doctor or hospital during the COVID-19 emergency period. While it remains to be 

https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/oregons-senior-care-coronavirus-deaths-continue-to-rise-now-at-57-more-than-half-of-the-states-toll.html
https://www.oregonlive.com/news/2020/06/oregon-businesses-governments-want-lawmakers-to-shield-them-from-coronavirus-lawsuits.html


 

seen exactly who would be granted such protection and other details of the proposed bill, let us be 
clear: this concept of mass immunity from lawsuits is not acceptable in any shape or form. 

Such legislation would deny justice for harm caused to people like Sarah McSweeney, a 45-year-old 
Oregon City woman. Sarah loved going out to coffee, getting her hair done and taking trips with friends. 
She also experienced intellectual and physical disabilities. On April 21, Sarah was admitted to Providence 
Hospital with a slight fever. Hospital bureaucrats immediately pressed her guardian to sign a Do Not 
Resuscitate order for Sarah -– as if having a disability should make her less deserving of lifesaving 
efforts. Sarah’s guardian and care team refused, explaining that Sarah’s life was full and happy. Sarah 
tragically died on May 10. When Disability Rights Oregon investigated, we found multiple records and 
statements made about her “quality of life” and remain concerned that the hospital may not have 
provided Sarah with the medical care she needed because she had a disability. 

We believe Sarah’s family and loved ones deserve justice for Sarah. Changing Oregon’s liability laws to 
shield hospitals from negligence would take that away. 

For the 950,000 Oregonians with disabilities who face barriers to accessing the same care as everyone 
else, eliminating this layer of protection would result in less oversight of their health and safety during a 
public health crisis, and fewer ways to fix harmful practices. 

There’s been no flood of COVID-related medical liability lawsuits since the pandemic started. This 
proposed legislation is a solution in search of a problem. With the Oregon Legislature convening in 
weeks, our legislative leaders shouldn’t rubber stamp a New York solution that leaves Oregonians with 
disabilities, older adults, and people of color—the people most harmed during COVID—paying the price. 

### 

  



 

 

 
 
INVESTIGATIONS 

As Hospitals Fear Being Overwhelmed By 
COVID-19, Do The Disabled Get The Same 
Access? 
December 14, 20203:47 PM ET 
Heard on All Things Considered 
 
JOSEPH SHAPIRO 
 

 

https://www.npr.org/sections/investigations/
https://www.npr.org/programs/all-things-considered/2020/12/14/946196120
https://www.npr.org/people/2101159/joseph-shapiro


 

Kimberly Conger, Sarah McSweeney's nurse at her group home, shows a photo of McSweeney on her 
phone. She says McSweeney was outgoing and fun: "She absolutely adored going into malls and getting 
her makeup done and getting her hair done." 
Celeste Noche for NPR 
 
On the morning of April 21, Sarah McSweeney woke up with a temperature of 103 
degrees — and it kept rising. Staff at her group home worried that the woman with 
multiple disabilities — she couldn't walk or speak words — had contracted COVID-19. 
They got her into her bright pink wheelchair and hurried to the hospital, just a block 
down the street from the group home in Oregon City, Ore. 
 
That afternoon, Heidi Barnett got a phone call from the doctor in the emergency room. 
 
He was puzzled, she says, by a one-page document that McSweeney's caregivers brought 
with her. It was a legal document that explained what medical care this disabled woman 
— who couldn't speak for herself — wanted. 
 
"We had her at full code. So all treatment. Because she was young and vibrant and had a 
great life," says Barnett. "And that was her wishes, that's what we gathered from her. 
She wanted to be alive." 
 
Barnett works for The Arc Oregon, the agency that was McSweeney's guardian. She had 
helped McSweeney fill out that document, called a POLST form, for a moment just like 
this. 
 
It's normal for a doctor to want to understand a patient's wishes. However, Barnett, who 
kept daily notes on her conversations with medical workers about McSweeney, felt the 
doctor was challenging the order. 
 
"They wanted it to be a DNR," says Barnett. 
 
A Do Not Resuscitate Order is a medical order to doctors not to treat a patient — like 
McSweeney — if she stops breathing or her heart stops. 
 
That emergency room doctor would be the first at the hospital to raise a question that 
would shadow decisions about McSweeney's care over nearly three weeks at the 
hospital: Why does a woman with significant and complex disabilities have a legal order 
that requires the hospital to take all measures to save her life? 
 
McSweeney was 45 when she died on May 10. Her death would raise another question, 
one that people with disabilities and the elderly have worried about since the start of the 
coronavirus pandemic: Are they denied care when it gets scarce — like drugs or 
treatment, including ventilators — that might save their lives? 
 
An NPR investigation looked into McSweeney's death and about a dozen reports of 
discrimination in Oregon: Of doctors and hospitals denying equipment like ventilators; 
insisting that an elderly or disabled person sign a DNR — maybe when they couldn't 
understand it and in the middle of a crisis — or even denying a COVID-19 test. 
 



 

These decisions are made behind closed doors, NPR found, and as a result are little 
known and little understood. McSweeney's case offers a rare look at how those decisions 
are made. 
 
When people met Sarah McSweeney they saw different things. 

Most saw what she couldn't do. McSweeney had quadriplegia, cerebral palsy and other 
disabilities. 

Because she couldn't walk, or even use her hands, someone had to push her in her 
wheelchair. 

Because she couldn't speak words, she communicated by making sounds and gestures. 

Because she couldn't eat solid foods, someone fed her a supplement of nutrients through 
a tube to her stomach. 

A smaller number of people, but the ones who knew her best, saw something different. 
They saw what was possible for McSweeney. They saw the choices she made and the 
things she did. 

"She absolutely adored going into malls and getting her makeup done. And getting her 
hair done and doing typically girly stuff that girls like to do — get pedicures and 
manicures," says Kimberly Conger, the nurse manager for Community Access Services, 
or CAS, the nonprofit agency that provided services and ran the group home where 
McSweeney lived. 



 

 
Enlarge this image 
Kimberly Conger, the nurse manager for McSweeney's group home, objected when a doctor said the 
disabled woman needed to be on a ventilator but then questioned her quality of life: "I feel like they 
didn't feel like she was worth that." 
Celeste Noche for NPR 
She loved country music, especially Kenny Chesney, whose poster she had on the wall of 
her room. She enjoyed when her staff took her to country music concerts — she'd met 
Tim McGraw twice — and to country bars to watch people in boots and denim do the 
flips and swing of country dancing. 

The people who worked with her enjoyed her vivacious personality. She smiled and 
laughed and loved to make others smile and laugh. There's a picture of McSweeney 
sticking out her tongue and laughing at the camera. Her dark hair is dyed a bright red, a 
color that clashed with her neon-pink wheelchair. 

"Her smile would bring a smile to everyone in the room," says Anna Keenan-Mudrick, 
who runs CAS. 

The two views of Sarah McSweeney would collide once she went to the hospital — and 
during the nearly three weeks she was there. 



 

On April 21, a Tuesday, in the emergency room at Providence Willamette Falls Medical 
Center, the doctor wrote down his diagnosis: "acute cystitis with hematuria," a urinary 
tract infection with the presence of blood in the urine. 

Hospital medical records indicate the ER doctor was thorough. With his stethoscope, he 
listened to McSweeney's lungs. "No wheezes, no crackles," he'd write. Those would be 
signs of pneumonia, a common killer of people with intellectual and developmental 
disabilities. 

But to be sure, he ordered an X-ray. It would show a small pneumonia. It is not unusual 
for people with swallowing problems to have a chronic build up of saliva in their lungs 
that they live with every day, sometimes called "silent aspiration." 

NPR reviewed hospital records from McSweeney's case file. The information in the 
records was shared with an NPR reporter by someone with access to them. 

NPR made multiple requests to speak to doctors, staff, and officials at the Providence 
Willamette Falls Medical Center. "We are not able to comment on the care of a specific 
patient," a spokesperson for the hospital said. "We do not pressure or force anyone to 
sign a DNR order, and we are unaware of any evidence to the contrary. We honor 
decisions by patients and/or their legal representatives. We are not aware of any care 
needed by any of the patients that was not provided." 

As a precaution to prevent the spread of COVID-19, McSweeney was moved to the ICU. 

Within a day or two, Barnett says, she got word that the COVID-19 test had come back 
negative. A second test would return a negative result, too. After the first test, 
McSweeney was moved from the ICU, back to the general floor of the hospital. 

The hospital had a strict limit on visitors because of the pandemic. Barnett and Conger, 
the nurse manager for McSweeney's group home, spoke every day to doctors, nurses and 
social workers over the phone and in Zoom calls. 

Nearly a week later, on Monday, April 27, another doctor who was leading the care team 
called Barnett, and said it was "urgent" that she come to the hospital. McSweeney's left 
lung was "kaput," he told Barnett. She asked what that meant "in medical terms" and he 
explained that her lung was filled with fluid and not receiving oxygen. 



 

 
Enlarge this image 
"She was young and vibrant and had a great life," says Heidi Barnett, who works at The Arc Oregon, of 
McSweeney. "She wanted to be alive." 
Celeste Noche for NPR 
Barnett and Conger hurried to the hospital. The doctor showed them the X-ray of 
McSweeney's lung. 

The doctor told them the pneumonia had developed on Friday. 

Conger and Barnett told the doctor they should have been notified of the problem then 
or over the weekend. 

This was not the kind of pneumonia associated with COVID-19. Or the small 
pneumonia, Conger says, that may have shown up on the X-ray on April 21. It was 
aspiration pneumonia, which occurs when food, saliva or liquids are breathed into the 
lungs or airways, instead of being swallowed into the esophagus and the stomach, 
because McSweeney was fed through a gastrostomy tube — or G-tube — directly to her 
stomach. 

Conger says McSweeney did not have a history of that kind of pneumonia at the group 
home. She had lived there since 2005. 



 

In the hospital that Monday, the doctor said McSweeney, as a result of the aspiration 
pneumonia, needed to be on a ventilator. It was "critical" that she go, Barnett recalls 
him saying. 

Conger agreed because that's standard treatment. It's what, she felt, a hospital would do 
for anyone. 

"We discussed the possibility of her being intubated and letting that lung rest, giving her 
time to heal and letting the antibiotics do their magic," Conger recalled. 

But then the doctor surprised Conger and Barnett, the women say, when he pushed to 
rewrite McSweeney's care document. He wanted a new order that would say the 
disabled woman should not be resuscitated or intubated. 

That would be an order to deny McSweeney the ventilator the doctor had just said she 
needed. 

"He said intubating her was a matter of risk versus quality of life," Conger recalls. "I was 
like, 'But she has quality of life.' And he looked at me and goes, 'Oh, she can walk? And 
talk?'" 

The doctor lifted his index and middle fingers and moved them in a walking motion, like 
in the old advertisements for the Yellow Pages. 
Conger pushed back: "And I said 'Well, no, but there's a lot of people who don't walk 
who have full quality of life.' And he gets kind of irritated with me and left the room at 
that point." 

When the doctor walked out, Conger and Barnett understood that they had failed to 
change the medical team's negative view of McSweeney. 

Conger — "she was livid," Barnett says — called her bosses at CAS, the women who were 
in charge of McSweeney's care. They decided to file a formal complaint with the 
hospital. 

The next day, Tuesday, April 28, Conger filed the complaint, in a phone call with a 
hospital official. Keenan-Mudrick, the executive director of CAS, would later testify, in 
the state legislature, about this incident and the doctor's "pressure" to change 
McSweeney's orders to a DNR. 

https://www.npr.org/2020/12/14/945056176/as-hospitals-fear-being-overwhelmed-by-covid-19-do-the-disabled-get-the-same-acc#advertisementsfor%20the%20Yellow%20Pages


 

 
Enlarge this image 
Anna Keenan-Mudrick, executive director of Community Access Services, told state lawmakers how her 
staff pushed back when doctors and social workers wanted to override McSweeney's legal document 
asking for full medical care. 
Celeste Noche for NPR 
Conger, in her complaint with the hospital, too, protested the pressure to change 
McSweeney's stated wishes for health care. She said that staff at the hospital failed to see 
McSweeney, as she put it, as "a whole person." 

At The Arc Oregon, Barnett spoke with her bosses and decided they should try to find 
another hospital for McSweeney. Barnett notified the hospital. She got a call back from 
another doctor who told her that insurance would not pay to transfer McSweeney, 
according to Barnett's notes. 

The doctor apologized, too, Barnett says, for the lead doctor's brusque manner and 
promised she and other advocates for McSweeney would be kept up to date about the 
woman's condition. 

The lead doctor was trying harder, too. Later that day, he called Barnett to say he had 
called in a specialist, a pulmonologist, to see McSweeney. 



 

On that same day, April 28, Kelly Gauthier, one of McSweeney's direct service 
professionals — a caregiver from her group home — was allowed to visit. She showed the 
nurses how to communicate with the disabled woman. She explained how they could ask 
McSweeney direct questions and she could indicate yes or no. 

Gauthier brought a sheet of paper, a one-page introduction to McSweeney. It listed 
things she liked — country music, getting her hair done, trips to the mall — and things 
she didn't like. The aide played some Kenny Chesney CDs for McSweeney. In the 
hospital notes that day, someone writes that McSweeney responded positively to the 
visit and the music. And that she was breathing "more easily" and at "normal depths." 

It's common that doctors often see someone with multiple disabilities, like McSweeney, 
one way and the person's friends, family and caregivers see her another. 

Researchers call this the "disability paradox" — the large gap between how a person with 
a disability rates the quality of their life and what a doctor would rate it. 

A "vast majority" of doctors say people with a significant disability have a worse quality 
of life, according to a recent poll by Dr. Lisa Iezzoni, a Harvard Medical School professor 
and physician who studies health care disparities for people with disabilities. Her 
research will be published in the journal Health Affairs in early 2021. 
There are, for sure, doctors who take extra steps to understand the lives of their patients 
with disabilities and who work to help them achieve health and independence. 

Still: Doctors save lives. They cure people. They help them get better. 

But Iezzoni says, they often hold a bias — often an unconscious bias — about people who 
won't be cured and as a result "do not make the same effort to restore patients to their 
baseline health." 

McSweeney's advocates at CAS and The Arc Oregon saw their job differently. It was to 
help the disabled woman live as full a life as possible, according to her wishes. 

For example, when McSweeney said she wanted to work--maybe as a greeter in one of 
those stores in the mall she loved — Susan Gustavson, a veteran advocate at CAS said: 
OK, let's figure it out. 

Gustavson arranged for McSweeney to get trained to use a voice output device called a 
Tobii Dynavox. 

Because McSweeney couldn't move her fingers to type on a keyboard, the Dynavox was 
set up to track where her eyes gazed. She could look at a letter or a symbol on a 
computer screen and the device would read and then speak it for her. 

Gustavson told the doctors and medical staff about McSweeney's dream to work, and 
how she was working on the machine when she went to the hospital. And when they 
asked — why does this disabled woman have medical orders for a full code — she 
explained something else. 

That what was an acceptable part of life for McSweeney was different than what might 
be acceptable for others. 



 

McSweeney wasn't afraid of being on a ventilator, for example. She'd been ventilated 
before — in 2017 when she was hospitalized for pneumonia. 
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When McSweeney wanted a job, Susan Gustavson, associate director of Community Access Services, 
arranged for McSweeney to get trained on a special voice output device. 
Celeste Noche for NPR 
But mostly she wasn't afraid because, as Gustavson explained, "Sarah has friends who 
are vent dependent, 24 hours a day, with traches," a reference to a tracheostomy, a 
surgical opening in the windpipe to insert a breathing tube. 

"These folks were her friends," says Gustavson. "They participate in the same 
community activities together. They hang out." 

They went to the mall and to the movies. 

"That is the norm for Sarah. That is not extraordinary," says Gustavson. "It was 
definitely received as extraordinary from the hospital staff. They were blown away." 

Hospital records say the medical team was debating the best course for McSweeney, 
who was now dealing with aspiration pneumonia. According to hospital records, on 



 

Thursday, April 30, a hospital palliative care team met to discuss whether to put her on 
a ventilator. 

The palliative care nurse argued in favor of keeping McSweeney at full code, to honor 
her goal to try to get better and go home. But a hospital ethicist argued that intubating 
McSweeney put her at risk of cardiopulmonary risk and other bad outcomes, according 
to hospital records. Aggressive treatment, he said, according to the records, could cause 
"more harm than benefit." 

The ethicist, according to the records, said if McSweeney's guardians at The Arc Oregon 
disagreed, they could seek a second opinion or they could move her to another hospital. 
But the women in charge of her guardianship say they were never told of this. 

Still, hospital staff — after the complaint was filed — started calling with regular 
updates. Conger, the agency nurse, complained that she, with her medical background, 
wasn't getting these calls. Her boss, Keenan-Mudrick, would tell state lawmakers that 
this was "grossly inadequate" communication — and unusual. "We typically do not have 
this issue of the hospital not directly returning calls to our RNs," she said. 

But the hospital was notifying Barnett, McSweeney's certified guardian, and Barnett's 
boss, Emily Braman, who runs the guardianship program for The Arc Oregon. 

Over the course of McSweeney's second week in the hospital, McSweeney's health 
seemed to be getting better. The pulmonologist called Barnett twice, according to her 
notes, to say McSweeney's lungs were improving and that she was breathing more 
easily. 

McSweeney's advocates started to plan for her to leave the hospital. 

On Thursday, May 7, Barnett looked into possibilities to move her out of the hospital to 
a group home with nurses who would suction her lungs and provide medical care while 
she recovered. It would be a temporary stop before she moved back to her group house 
in Oregon City. 

"We were getting notified that it sounded like she was getting better, that things weren't 
that bad," Braman says. 

Then everything changed. 

"All of sudden we got a call that it's dire straits," Braman says. On Friday, May 8, a case 
worker called to say McSweeney's lungs were failing. 

There had been added episodes of aspiration pneumonia, on April 29 and May 7 and a 
clogged feeding tube on May 2 that, according to Braman, Barnett and Conger, had not 
been disclosed to them. 

The next day, on Saturday, Conger and Barnett were summoned to the hospital to talk 
about McSweeney's worsening condition. 

The pair got there early and went to McSweeney's hospital room. "We're standing there 
in the room waiting for the doctor to be paged and to come into the room," Conger says. 



 

"The case manager came up and she really didn't even say hi. She just said, 'So, I'm 
under the impression that Sarah was going to go for employment and she used to go get 
her hair done.' I said 'Yeah. She loved to get her hair done and she just finished 
Discovery for employment.'" 

Discovery was the program that was helping McSweeney figure out a way to use that 
voice computer and find a job. 

"And she looked at me and she pointed to Sarah and she's like: 'Her. She used to get her 
hair done and she was going to be employed?' And I was like: 'Yes.' I mean, it was 
gross," Conger says. 

Barnett could see that Sarah, in her hospital bed, was listening. "She heard it and she 
understood it." Sarah used her eyes to communicate. And now her eyes followed the 
case manager — and then her friends — when each spoke. 

"She had a very worried look on her face," says Barnett. "And it just broke my heart." 

Now Conger could see something had changed. The treatment in the hospital was not 
working. 

"Sarah was desperately trying to communicate something," she recalls. She didn't smile, 
as she usually did. "It was: Mouth wide open. Arms clinched up. Tears running down 
her eyes." 

And she was in distress. 

"She was struggling to get air," Conger remembers, "and you could just see the panic 
and the fear in her eyes. She would rest for a minute, take a nice long breath for a 
minute, close her eyes, then wake up in absolute fear. She could not take a breath." 

Now, Conger and Barnett agreed with the medical staff that it was time to begin 
palliative, or comfort care for McSweeney. 

They said goodbye to McSweeney and left the hospital. 

Just hours later, at 3:30 Sunday morning, a phone call woke up Barnett at her home. 

It was the charge nurse at the hospital. "I'm sorry to inform you," he said, "that Sarah 
passed away." 
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Painted rocks sit outside Sarah McSweeney's group home in Oregon City, Ore., on Nov. 24, 2020. 
McSweeney's housemates painted a rock to read "The World Just Lost Some Sparkle" in pink and purple 
after McSweeney's death. 
Celeste Noche for NPR 
McSweeney didn't die of COVID-19. 

She died of severe sepsis due to aspiration pneumonia. 

Aspiration pneumonia is a serious medical condition. But, usually, it's treatable. 

Conger says doctors could have stopped the feeding tube and instead fed McSweeney 
through an IV line. 

Conger and Barnett said they made repeated suggestions for the IV feedings. Hospital 
records say a doctor considered it and concluded there was "no evidence" that it would 
make a difference. But by then it was May 9, when the pneumonia was out of control 
and McSweeney was just hours from death. 

Over more than two and a half weeks, doctors and social workers had questioned why 
this disabled woman had medical instructions for full care, instead of a Do Not 
Resuscitate order. 



 

McSweeney's advocates had pushed back. 

Says Conger of McSweeney's care at the hospital: "I don't feel like they — and this is my 
personal opinion — I feel like they didn't feel like she was worth that." 

Because of the pandemic, there was no funeral service for McSweeney. Her friends were 
her housemates and the other disabled people in nearby group homes and the staff that 
helped her live independently. 

In a rock garden outside McSweeney's group home, her housemates placed a stone 
they'd painted in pink and purple that said: "The World Just Lost Some Sparkle." 

"She was so happy and goofy and funny," Barnett says of McSweeney. "I was lucky to 
know her for the last three years. And I got to know her and how she communicates and 
what's important to her and how she jokes around. I used to tease her that she was a 
princess and I was going to buy her a tiara and she'd laugh. And she was so much fun. 
And even though she had these medical issues, she was vivacious. She just lived her life." 

Barnett pauses, and then apologizes for crying. "She was a beautiful person ... I just 
think she could have gone out better. They owed her more respect than she got." 

### 
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